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1. PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
DISCOURS DU PRESIDENT

The PRESIDENT: The plenary session of the Assembly is called to order.

Distinguished representatives of the Executive Board, Director -General,

Dr. Brock Chisholm, members of the Secretariat, fellow delegates, observers, ladies

and gentlemen, it is a great privilege at this time to address the Fifth World Health

Assembly during its plenary session. My election to the high post of President of

this Assembly is a credit to all the delegates, to all of you who, in electing 'rae,

have made frank demonstration of the universality of-your outlook in the pursuit of

our common interests, which are embodied and clearly defined in the declaration of

principles in the Constitution of the World Health Organization as basic to the happi-

ness, harmonious relations and security of all peoples. I should like to believe that

my election bespeaks your growing awareness of the importance of the Western Pacific

Region, to which my country belongs, in our global efforts to improve the health of all

peoples, and in consonance with the declaration that "the achievement of any State in

the promotion and protection of health is of value to all" and "unequal development in

different countries in the promotion of health and control of disease, Especially

communicable disease, is a common danger ". I shall, therefore, try my best to dis.

charge the duties and responsibilities of this high position with courage and determi-

nation, supported by your guidance and collective action. I earnestly wish that I ma

be able thus to justify your manifested confidence.
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We all take pride, I am sure, in our membership in the World Health Organization'.

As we do so, we feel a sublime urge to give honour and public recognition to the men

and women who'have led and guided the deliberations of the previous Health Assemblies.

They are all great and able leaders, supremely devoted to the great task of improving

the health of all peoples. Dr. Andrija Stampar of Yugoslavia, Dr. Karl Evang of

Norway, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur of India and Dr. Leonard Scheele of the United States of

America have built on top of the accomplishments of one another what is now the solid

structure of the World Health Organization, upon which peoples of the world pin their

hopes for freedome from disease and infirmity and the attainment of a state of physical,

mental and social wellbeing. Equal recognition is due to the men and women who have

sat in the Executive Board and in the various expert and other committees, for they

were the ones who had been largely instrumental in shaping and moulding the blocks, so

to speak, with which the Health Pssembly has moulded the present foundation of WHO.

Nor should we ignore the fact that the work of all these bodies had their effective

impact on the health of peoples by the effective direction and execution of their

recommendations and policies by the Director -General and his staff.

Much has been done in implementing the objectives of the World Health Organization

within the brief span of four years. As it pursues its activities with increasing

vigour, it unfolds other and, perhaps, far greater problems than it had originally

decided to work on. I should like to mention a few of these problems which, Í believe,

are within the scope of the World Health Organization. These problems obtain largely

in several countries of the Western Pacific Region. They may be equally present in

countries of other regions.
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It should be disturbing to note the appearance recently in the lay press of reports

about the so- called "wonder drugs ". There has been too frequent use of the word

"wonder" which, in view of the still experimental nature of some of these products, may

be misleading. The consequent effect on public opinion and public health by hasty and

even indiscriminate publicity is obviously harmful to populations throughout the world.

Ps a result, inadequate treatment is being attempted, symptoms are masked, resistance

is created to future measures and the basic factors of disease control become ignored-

by the public, gullible - or desperate - enough to want a speedy cure. Such a situation

is obviously contrary to the public interest and it is my wish to draw the attention of

the Fifth World Health Assembly to this increasingly serious matter. It may be that

control, on the part of national health administrations everywhere, could ensure that

premature publication is not made of future alleged cures, so that the public, when

informed appropriately and at the proper time, would have sound faith in any drug

announced by its own government as having been proved truly effective. Again, it is

suggested that advertisements or statements on new "wonder" and other drugs be limited

to scientific journals of the medical and allied professions.

The conduct of public -health programmes in many less- developed countries of the

world can very well be improved by encouraging and developing collective interest and

responsibility amotg governmental and voluntary agencies, with the widest possible par-

ticipation of the affected community. Official health agencies in these countries very

often do not have the necessary funds with which to carry on their public -health pro-

grammes.. What is more, the community is not only not prepared to accept the programmes

but may actually be indifferent or resistant to them. It becomes a timely opportunity

for the governments of such countries to share responsibilities of health work with the
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people themselves; first,' by educating them and by gradually. giving them active

participation. in the work..' The returns which. will accrue from these activities in

terms of positive health may well arouse their interest not. only in accepting the pro-

gramme but in giving it their full and active support.

Another fundamental problem in the conduct of a public -health programme, is the

seeming lack of interest in and appreciation of this.type of work among medical gra-

duates in less fortunately situated countries. One of the important reasons for this

attitude is the meagre and often inadequate financial remuneration given to public -

health personnel. Many medical graduates find it more rrofitable to engage in the

private practice of their.profession 'which, generally, has little of the preventive

aspect. I am inclined to believe, however, that one other strong reason is the failure

to give appropriate or due emphasis to the importance of preventive medicine in the

national life in the undergraduate medical curricula. In the light of the knowledge

and experience gained of the tremendous significance of preventive medicine in promoting-

and protecting the health of peoples, it will be well'for us to consider the possible

re- examination of the curricula in medical schools with.a view to giving the necessary

emphasis to the preventive aspects of disease. The implication of such an objective

it the social and economic development and wellbeing of the people and of the countr7

will be fully taken up, I believe, in the course of our technical discussion on the

economic value of preventive medicine.

Another problem which is becoming of serious concern among many of the less -

developed countries is the policy adopted by the Health Pssembly and by the Technical

Assistance Committee of the Economic and Social Council with regard to the expanded
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programme of technical assistance, on the participation of Member States in certain

costs incurred by WHO. These forms of technical assistance are being recognized as

vital both to the development and to the strengthening of the health services of the

countries which request them, but their full utilization cannot be achieved because of

the difficulties which are being encountered in meeting the costs they are normally

expected to bear. This Health Assembly might consider it necessary to re- examine thee

policies with a view to easing up certain of the requirements from requesting govern.

ments so as to make it possible for them to make full and complete utilization of this

very important activity of WHO.

There is a move in many of the less- developed countries and in those greatly

damaged by the last war to mobilize their potentialities so as to develop their

national economies. These may either be agricultural or industrial mobilizations, or

both. New lands are being opened for agriculture or for settlements, irrigation is

being undertaken, roads constructed, and power plants erected. But the success of

these various enterprises is being hampered generally, in most of those countries, by

malaria, bilharziasis, malnutrition, tuberculosis, intestinal parasitism and poor

environmental sanitation. Obviously, the full exploitation of the economic potentia-

lities of these countries cannot be realized with these constant deterrent factors.

This Health Assembly might wish to bring to the attention of Member Governments,

especially those in the less -developed areas, the assignment of a high priority to

the consideration of health problems of these countries in relation to their economic

development.

An enumeration of some of the health problems affecting certain Member States of

WHO has been attempted in the foregoing paragraphs. They are problems which should
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fall within the framework and be the concern of WHO. I am passing them on to the

Assembly for its thoughtful ccnsideratión. The action which the World Health Organi-

zation would take: on them may influence largely the faith and adherence of countries

thus. involved in the strength and effectiveness of the Organization in the discharge of

its manifold functions under Article 2 of its Constitution.

Ladies and gentlemen of the Assembly, permit me to close by reiterating once again

my very sincere gratitude for the confidence reposed in my humble self by your electing

me to the Presidency'of this Assembly. It is to me a signal distinction, but like a

crown of laurels placed on the heroes of days of long ago, I must take it from my had

and offer it to the Western Pacific Region of WHO and to my country, the Philippines,

to whom it should really belong. 'n their behalf and that of the Philippine Delegation,

and on my own, I offer the most sincere thanks for your confidence and trust, which I

fervently hope I shall be able to carry with dignity and high honour. (Continues in

Spanish) (Poursuit en espagnol)

T cannot concA.de my brief speech satisfactorily without addressing to my good

friends in the Assembly who speak Spanish a few words expressing, within my limitations

in the use of the language Of Cervantes, my affectionate greetings to all and my heart-

felt thanks for their generous support of my humble self, which has greatly Contributed

to conferring on the Western Pacific Region and the Philippines the high honour of the

presidency of this great Assembly.

'I'shall endeavour to show myself worthy of the trust :which has been placed in mî,

counting, from now on, on your aid and co- operation in the task of achieving the aim

pursued by us all, namely the attainment of happiness and wellbeing by all the peoples,

Again, heartfelt thanks to you all.
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2. ANNOUNCEMENTS
CONMUNICATIONS

The PRESIDENT Delegates, the General Committee met this morning and examined

the programme of work of the Assembly as proposed by the Director - General in Annexes

A and B to circular letter C..L,l4 /1952. The General Committee examined the general

aspect of this programme of work as well as some of its more concrete elements, that is,

technical discussions, election to the Executive Board, and International Sanitary

Regulations. This last point will be presented in a document which will be before

you this afternoon. The General Committee wishes to recommend that the programme of

work, including arrangements for technical discussions, be adopted, it being understood

that it is a guide, which might have to be adapted to new circumstances should such

circumstances arise.

The Chair takes great pleasure in announcing that there might be a possibility for

the application for membership in the World Health Organization of the United Kingdom of

Libya to be considered this afternoon, should the Assembly agree to include this item in

the agenda for this afternoon's meeting. Is there any objection to including in this

afternoon's agenda the application for membership of the United Kingdom of Libya? If

there is none, it is included. The Chair takes equal pleasure in announcing to the

Assembly that the credentials of Dr. Romero of Chile have been received by the Secretariat

by cable. His credentials will now be transmitted to the Committee on Credentials for

consideration.

I have been asked to call your attention to the exhibit which has been set up in tho'

Salle des Pas Perdus - the large corridor overlooking the lake and just to the rear of

the main ssembly Hall where we are now sitting. This exhibit illustrates some aspects
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of the economic value of preventive medicine and public health and is designed to

show a part of WHO's work in this context. The exhibit will be on display in the

Salle des Pas Perdus for the duration of the Assembly, Following:the.Assembly it

will be shown to the thousands Of visitors who tour the Palais des Nations each,

summer, and who will thus learn something of the wórk of our Organization.

We are pleased to inform the assembly that the:agendafor this afternoon's.

plenary meeting is as follows;

1. Application for admission of the United Ki "ngdom of Libya.
2. Statement by the Director -General.

3. Report by the Chairman of the 'Executive Board.
4. International Sanitary Regulations,
5. General discussion.

There will be two speakers the delégate'of Lebanoxi and the delegate of Viet

Nam. Other delegates who may wish to speak are requested, to send their names to

the Chair so that we can schedule them for'tomorrow's.plenary. meeting. At this

point the Chair would like to adjourn the meeting until 15.00 hours.

The meeting rose at 11.40.a..m..

La séance est levée à 11 h. 40,


